370 - LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS: MANAGEMENT, METHODS & MATERIALS by Larry Hannebaum An in-depth examination that combines technical training in landscape science with methods of accounting, business management, marketing and sales. Discusses effective methods for performing lawn installation, landscape planting and maintenance. Step-by-step calculating techniques are explained in simple terms. $38.00

385 - LANDSCAPE PLANTS IN DESIGN by Edward C. Martin An annotated photographic guide to the design qualities of ornamental plant materials and their aesthetic and functional use in landscape design. Volume One covers four important methods of propagation: by seed, division, bulbs and tubers and micropropagation. Volume Two covers three additional techniques of propagation: cuttings, layering and budding. Study guides included. $43.00

375 - RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPES by Gregory M. Pierceall An excellent reference for individuals involved in the design and development of plantings and constructed features for residential sites. Illustrations and actual residential case study examples are used to communicate graphic planning and design concepts which are the focus of this text. $43.00

NEW! Instructional Videos!

01 - PROFESSIONAL SOD LAYING TECHNIQUES - 25 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.00 "How-to" video featuring step-by-step guidelines for installing sod professionally. Illustrated reference guides and group study materials included.

02 - PLANTING AND STAKING LANDSCAPE TREES - 20 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.00 Award-winning in-depth demonstration video covers the key steps of planting landscape trees. Illustrated reference guides and group study materials included.

03 - SUCCESS WITH BEDDING PLANTS - 25 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.00 Shares "tricks of the trade" used by national award-winning professionals. Shows how to select, install and maintain bedding plants successfully. Illustrated reference guides and group training materials included.

04 - WORKING WITH PESTICIDES - 2 45 minute videos - Color - VHS • $143.95 This video safety course covers Pesticide Labels, In-field Clothing & Equipment, How to Be Prepared for a Spill, Tips on Mixing and Calibrating Pesticides and more.

05 - PROFESSIONAL TURF MANAGEMENT - 30 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.00 Examines nine major warm and cool season turf varieties. Optimum mowing heights and cutting frequency are given each turf variety. Illustrated reference guides and review test included.

06 - LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION. Maintenance and Troubleshooting 30 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.00 Step-by-step instructional video for infield employees covering Sprinkler Heads/Drip Emitter, Electrical/Manual Valves, Backflow Prevention Devices, Controller Operation and more. Illustrated handbook included.

07 - PLANT PROPAGATION - 2 25 minute videos - Color - VHS • $85.00 each Volume One covers four important methods of propagation: by seed, division, bulbs and tubers and micropropagation. Volume Two covers three additional techniques of propagation: cuttings, layering and grafting and budding. Study guides included.

08 - ELEMENTS OF PRUNING - 30 minutes - Color - VHS • $85.95 Available in English or Spanish. Best-selling video developed for entry level industry training presents in-the-field demonstrations of The Techniques of Thinning Out Pruning, How to Control and Direct Plant Growth by Selective Pruning, How to Prevent In-Field Injuries and more. Illustrated reference manual and reproducible group study guides included.
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